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BIOGRAPHY
Liliane Tannoury is a Lebanese senior TV producer and presenter, former volleyball coach and referee currently working
in Al Arabiya TV in Dubai. She is best known for her presenting roles with Al Arabiya tv, mainly focusing on sports
programs. Liliane, brothers and sisters were raised, in the early years in Zahle / Lebanon and then moved to Sao Paulo /
Brazil where she finished her higher studies in communication. In 2003 she moved to Dubai / UAE where she lives.

EDUCATION
Liliane made her first studies in Lebanon and finished
in Brazil where she got a degree in communications
sciences. This alternation of locations provided to
her a very comprehensive cultures differences and
the ability to learn various languages.
Liliane speak fluently Arabic, English, French and
Portuguese.
CAREER
Liliane began her TV media career as a general
reporter on a local Brazilian media institute.

The transition to broadcast journalism was made in
2003 when she joined Al Arabiya TV / Dubai as a
sports presenter.
She was an instant hit with viewers, who related well
to her pleasant, charming demeanor and her
surprisingly journalistic style. In fact, Liliane became a
popular figure in television journalism and she has
become a regular on sporting shows winning an army
of fans.
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One of the most
prominent television
journalists in the Gulf

Liliane is currently Senior producer and presenter of

Gulf recognized for her high professionalism,

sports news and host of different sports programs

dedication, competence and the privileged contacts

making her the first woman in the Arabic world to

she maintains in Europe. She also often invited, as a

present these types of programs. In addition, she has

guest, to Sports Tonight Show at Dubai Eye Radio

covered most of the sports tournaments and events

station.

around the world. Her comfortable on-screen
rapport proved key to the show’s growing popularity.

PERSONAL LIFE
Liliane currently lives in Dubai with her family. She is

Liliane has conducted numerous exclusive sports

often invited to conferences linked to media, sports

interviews all over the world for Al Arabyia, including

events presentations, social live local events and she

Cristiano

Zlatan

is regular commentator and panelist at Dubai Eye

Ibrahimović, Wayne Rooney, Sergio Aguero, Gareth

radio sports shows. She enjoy playing sports and

Bale, Gerard Pique, Xavi Hernandez, Antoine

practice regularly diving and sky diving. She also like

Griezmann, Luis Suarez, Iniesta, and many others.

Salsa dance, power yoga and Zumba.

Due to the popularity that she earned performing

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

important interviews, mainly in Europe, Liliane has

Liliane was nominated several times for Television

already been invited several times to integrate others

Sports Awards and she is an ever-present personality

television projects.

in Al Arabiya TV spots promotions.

Today, Liliane is one of broadcast journalists most
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prominent and successful female presences in the

Liliane is a very attentive woman to the social

Ronaldo,
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Mourinho,

problems and regularly supports charities institutions
mainly elated to her birth country (Lebanon).

